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Summary
The secondary follicle of Cashmere goat has it regular growth cycle, and the skin in
different stage of secondary follicle growth cycle has character of differentially
expressed gene, the mechanism of follicle growth cycle transfer has not been
clarified. This research using High-throughput sequencing method and combine with
the Bioinformatics of microRNA target gene prediction, co-analyze the RNA
sequencing data and microRNA sequencing data. Find 12927 mRNA which has target
relationship with the differentially expressed microRNA, and has 6951 mRNA has
differentially expressed also, there are 5114 mRNA has the negative trend related
with differentially expressed microRNA. Through by construct the differentially
expressed mRNA and microRNA regulatory network and annotation the target
mRNA, aim to find the key gene and its microRNA which are play important role in
secondary follicle start growth, and make some contribution to clarify the mechanism
of follicle growth cycle transfer and the gene regulatory network. The annotation and
enrichment analysis of mRNA which has target relationship with differentially
expressed microRNA show that the most significant GO annotation is integral
component of membrane and DNA binding, catalytic activity, and transcription factor
activity. And the most significant KEGG annotation is insulin signaling pathway and
the wnt signaling pathway. Because of the wnt signaling pathway has relation with
the follicle growth in former research report, so construct the gene regulatory network
which focus on wnt relative gene and microRNA, find the microRNA easier to target
the gene which its been transcription factor. And analysis the expression relative
between mRNA and microRNA, make annotation on mRNA which has negative
relative with target microRNA and construct the GO enrichment network, find
between the microRNA and mRNA has a very complicated regulatory network, make
some sense of confirm the polygenes control theory, and the balance between genes
and the gene start threshold are important in follicle growth cycle.
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Introduction
Cashmere is an important material in textile manufacturing, the advantages of

cashmere include slim, soft, light and thin. Inner Mongolian Arbas cashmere goat is
an unique and specific breed which can both use to meat and cashmere in China, the
main distribution area is in Etuoke which belong to Inner Mongolian Autonomous
Region, this breed under nature selection and artificial selection for a long time,
which can live in North-west region in china, can adopt the climate like harsh cold
and windy. The fluff is an excellent textile raw material that is derived from the
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cashmere goat lower hair, The wool of cashmere has two distinct fibrous structures,
the upper part of the wool is thick and hard hair, and the lower part of the wool is thin
and soft fluff. The fluff fiber is derived from the secondary hair follicle structure in
the skin, and the hard hair fiber is derived from the primary hair follicle structure in
the skin
The mammalian skin follicle are growth in the dynamic changes after it is been

birth, the growth of hair follicles has the regularity of reciprocating circulation, its
one growth cycle can be divided into anagen,catagen and telogen. In recent years, a
large amount of scientific research focus on the molecular regulation mechanism of
the follicle growth cycle, some signaling pathway have been found to play an
important role in the growth of hair follicles. The transformation of the different
stages of the follicle growth cycle is due to the fact that the interaction between
different signaling pathways like some pathway promote and the others inhibits.
Regular regulatory mechanism of the role of hair follicle growth led to the regularity
and the transition between the growth period. The secondary hair follicle also has
similarity growth cycle, and one cycle has anagen, catagen and telogen, but research
about the molecular regulation mechanism of the secondary follicle growth cycle is
poor. So, from the molecular biology insight to research the gene expression in
different stages of follicle growth cycle and the difference genes expression at
different stage are very important to understand the regulatory mechanism.

Results and Discussion
The gene and microRNA expression of the skin samples during the period of

anagen and telogen was statistically analyzed. There were 12865 differentially
expressed genes. Among them, 7664 were up-regulated and 5201 were down(figure
1) .The expression of miR-136 in the growth phase and the resting phase was 35, and
the expression of miR-136 was 3394 in the growing period, and the expression of
miR-136 was 3394 in the growth period. Expressed as 451. The expression of miR-
148a, miR-34b, miR-195, miR-335, miR-7g * -1, miR-101a and miR-1. The
expression of miR-148a was up to 21812.
We know that microRNA and mRNA is negatively correlated .The points of

negative correlation between microRNA and mRNA are concentrated in the position
of the 0 scale line (the black dotted line) which is in the second quadrant and the
fourth quadrant of the cross axis. This is widespread in the field of biological
research. This study confirmed that microRNA can either negatively or positively
regulate target genes. These complex relationships remain to be studied.(Figure 2)
GO annotation enrichment of microRNA target gene from high to low were

integral component of membrane, DNA binding, nucleus, catalytic activity,
nucleotide binding transcription factor expression in skin difference, activity,
transmembrane transport and oxidation-reduction process. From the results of KEGG
pathway enrichment, the most significant enrichment was the insulin signaling
pathway, and the Wnt signaling pathway associated with hair follicle development
was also present at a significantly higher position.
From the Wnt network, we found complex network between anagen and telogen

period in goat skin. There are several center genes in the interaction network.
SMAD2, SIAH1 and CHP1 have more gene-gene interactions, which targeting by
miR-195. （Figure 3）
The expression of miR-195 was significantly decreased in the early and late growth

period (P < 0.01), whereas the expression of SMAD2 , SIAH1 and CHP1 were
increased, among them, SIAH1 and CHP1 gene expression was significantly up-
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regulated in telogen(P < 0.01).

Figure 1, The difference of gene expression between the anagen and tolegen period

the vertical coordinate is Log_fold_change, and the abscissa is Absolute expression level. The
red dots represent the differential genes expressed in the two samples.

Figure 2, Differentially expressed microRNA-mRNA regulatory relationship
In the first quadrant, miRNA and mRNA all increased;
In the second quadrant, up-regulation of miRNA and down-regulation of mRNA gene;
In the third quadrant, miRNA and target gene mRNA all down;
In the fourth quadrant, target gene up-regulation of mRNA and down-regulation of miRNA.
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Figure3，Gene regulatory network of Wnt signal pathway
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